AXISCADES Technologies Ltd. Strengthens its Global Presence –
Inaugurates Office in Montoir de Bretagne, France
Bengaluru, India I Montoir de Bretagne, France, April 05, 2022: AXISCADES
Technologies Ltd. [AXISCADES (BSE: 532395 | NSE: AXISCADES)], a leading end-to-end
engineering and technology solution catering to the aerospace, defence, heavy engineering,
automotive, energy, medical & healthcare sectors, today announced the inauguration of a new
office in Montoir de Bretagne, France. This new office will enable AXISCADES to provide
effective engineering services to its partners and customers in France, as well as accelerate
responsiveness to cater efficiently to the increasing customer demands and its diversification
plans in the region.
Headquartered in Bengaluru, AXISCADES is India’s leading Engineering and Technology
solutions company with 16 engineering centres worldwide and has established itself as a
leading global player thus carving a niche in the ER&D industry. In addition to its presence
across the globe with operations in North America, Europe, UK, India, and China, AXISCADES
Technologies Ltd is strengthening its presence in the European market to reduce risk and
provide efficient services to its clients in Europe, and diversify across industries in the region.
AXISCADES has been a strategic supplier and an extended engineering arm of Airbus Group
for over a decade, contributing mainly to the areas of Design and development, Digitization,
Plant engineering, Repairs, and Technical documentation involving all aircraft programs
across manufacturing plants in Europe, the UK, and APAC.
While AXISCADES has supported a multitude of other customers in France for several years,
the new engineering office in Montoir de Bretagne fulfils a strong aspiration to be in close
proximity to local customers and partners, and aligns with a forward-facing approach to further
increase market presence and facilitate continued expansion.
The new office in Montoir de Bretagne, France will create local employment opportunities and
the company plans to leverage its proven learning and development platforms to help train
local talent in key engineering skills.
Mr. Sudhakar Gande, Non-Executive Director, AXISCADES Technologies Ltd., who
spoke at the inaugural event said, “The office opening in France is further evidence of the
company’s commitment to bring comprehensive engineering capabilities to France. The new
office is a great step with impact since there is certainly strong industrial potential in this region
of France such as shipbuilding and renewable energies. Additionally, the region offers good
availability of a skilled talent pool. It is clearly a great place for AXISCADES to scale up and
diversify the France operations. We already have a well-established presence in France and
now we look forward to accelerated growth and to providing an enhanced level of in-country
support to present and potential new partners.”
Mr. Arun Krishnamurthi, MD & CEO, AXISCADES Technologies Ltd. said, “We are
delighted to confirm our continuing growth trajectory in the European market. Being close to
our partners, understanding their needs and absorbing knowledge about every aspect of their
needs is our priority, and we invest time and resources to achieve this. This expansion is a
way to better support our partners and be more open to a market that is particularly receptive
to our innovative and technology solutions. Our international locations represent our strategic
commitment to stand by our partners with local teams of experts and support.”

AXISCADES has a rich pedigree of close to 35 years focussed in the ER&D domain, bring
expertise that caters to the engineering, technology, manufacturing and digital needs of
fortune 100 clients in aerospace, defence, heavy engineering, automotive, energy & medical
equipment sectors. With decades of experience AXISCADES delivers business value across
the entire engineering lifecycle.

About AXISCADES Technologies Ltd.
AXISCADES (listed on the BSE and NSE) is a leading, end-to-end engineering and technology solutions company
creating innovative, sustainable, and safer products worldwide. Headquartered in Bangalore with offices across
India, AXISCADES has subsidiaries in the USA, UK, Canada, Germany, India, and China, and offices in Germany,
France, Denmark, USA, and Canada.
AXISCADES has a diverse team of over 2000 engineers working across 16 futuristic Global Engineering Centres
across North America, Europe, the UK, and Asia-Pacific, striving to reduce the program risk and time to market.
The company offers Product Engineering Solutions across Mechanical Engineering, Embedded Software and
Hardware, Digitisation and Automation, System Integration, Tech Solutions, Manufacturing Engineering, Technical
Publications, and Aftermarket Solutions.
The engineering solution portfolio covers the complete product development lifecycle from concept evaluation to
manufacturing support and certification for Fortune 500 Companies in the Aerospace, Defence, Heavy Engineering,
Automotive, Medical Devices & Industrial Product industries. The company is known for its robust system of
certifications and best practices that address customer requirements and domain expertise.
For more information visit www.axiscades.com
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Safe Harbor
Certain statements in this communication may be ‘forward looking statements’ within the meaning of applicable
laws and regulations. These forward-looking statements involve a number of risks, uncertainties and other factors
that could cause actual results to differ materially from those suggested by the forward-looking statements.
Important developments that could affect the Company’s operations include changes in the industry structure,
significant changes in political and economic environment in India and overseas, tax laws, import duties, litigation
and labor relations. AXISCADES Engineering Technologies Ltd. (AXISCADES) will not be in any way responsible
for any action taken based on such statements and undertakes no obligation to publicly update these forwardlooking statements to reflect subsequent events or circumstances.
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